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AGENDA

I

Key Provisions and 
Changes Under Tax Reform
• Reduction of Individual Tax Rates 
• Reduction of Corporate Tax Rates
• Transfer Tax Changes

II

Tax-Efficient Trust Structures 
for Foreign Persons
• Funding and Migration Issues Regarding Trusts
• Income Taxation of Trusts



Tax Reform in the US
• On December 22, 2017, Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 

2017(“TCJA”) was enacted, representing the most 
significant tax reform in the US in the last 30 years 

• As applied to private wealth clients, 3 major areas of impact

• Income tax for individuals

• Income tax for corporations, including new “pass-
through” deductions

• Transfer tax (estate, gift and generation skipping tax)

• Federal law only



Reduction of Individual Tax Rates
• Tax rate for ordinary income for non-US individuals, trusts and estates was 

reduced:

• Top rate decreased from 39.6% to 37% on effectively connected income 
(ECI)

• If ECI is also “Qualified Business Income”, then a further 20% rate 
reduction, bringing the top rate to 29.6%*

– If capital gains does apply, 20% rate remains unchanged

– This change is temporary – it will expire for taxable years beginning after 2025

What does it mean for non-US individuals?

– Lower rate is beneficial to non-US individuals and their income earned from 
employment in the US and income from the investment via flow-through 
structures, that is “Qualified Business Income”

– 30% withholding on Fixed, Determinable, Annual, or Periodical (FDAP) income 
remains unchanged (e.g., US source dividends)

*A new deduction, commonly called the “Pass-Through” deduction under IRC Section 199A allows for a 20% deduction if certain requirements are met



Reduction of Corporate Tax Rates
Corporations:

• Formed under a US corporation statute

• Formed under a foreign business entity statute that confers limited liability on its 
members, and it does not elect different treatment for US tax purposes

• Listed in the US Treasury Regulations as a “per se corporation”

• Any other entity, makes election to be treated as a corporation for US tax 
purposes under the “check-the-box” rules

Tax Reform:

• Tax rate on corporate net income was reduced from 35% to 21% 

• “Second Layer” of corporate tax still applies – 30%

• On earning distributed from US corporations to shareholders of 
corporations (i.e., dividends)

• On earnings from non-US corporations, on the “dividend amount” under 
the branch profits tax regime

• This change is permanent, unless further changed by law 



Reduction of Corporate Tax Rates• Before TCJA:

– Non-US individuals refrained from using corporate structures due to high taxes

– Solution was flow-through structures, like LLCs and partnerships

• Required tax filing on individual basis 

• Unclear whether effective “blocker” for US estate tax purpose

• Now tax rate difference between corporation and pass-through is not as significant 

as before

• Pre-TCJA:

• Corporation: 35% + 30% second layer → 54.5%*

• Pass- through: 39.6%

Post-TCJA:

• Corporation: 21% + 30%, second layer → 44.7%*

• Pass- through: 37%

• Pass- through, with “pass-through” deduction: 29.6%

Non-US individuals have to carefully examine their existing structures to determine 
maximum tax efficiency

* “Second Layer” of tax may often be mitigated through proper structuring



Reduction of Corporate Tax Rates

• Income Tax:

• Rental income – generally taxed as FDAP at 30%, unless non-US individuals 
make “net rent” election to have income treated as ECI, in which case it will be 
taxed at the ordinary graduated rates 

• Gain from sale - under the Foreign Investment and Real Property Act (FIRPTA) 
of 1980, gains and losses from the sales and exchanges of US real property 
interests (USRPIs) are taxed as ECI

• USRPI includes:

• Real Property located within the US

• Subject to certain exceptions, shares of a domestic corporation if the majority of 
the corporation’s assets are either shares of the US real property holding 
corporation or assets described above

• FIRPTA also generally imposes a withholding requirement on the part of the 
purchaser at 15% of the sales proceeds, certain exceptions apply

• TCJA Impact:  No change to the above, although the tax rate for ECI dropped 
from top rate of 39.6% to 37%

• Investing in US Real Estate Properties



Impact of Transfer Tax Changes

• No real change for Non-US individuals: 

• Non-US individuals remain subject to the US estate tax upon death with 
respect to “US-situs property” having a value of more than $60,000 USD. 
Top rate 40%

• Non-US individuals are subject to gift tax only with respect to gifts of real 
and tangible personal property situated in the US. There is no gift tax on 
intangible property. Top rate 40%

• There is a $15,000 annual gift tax exclusion for 2018 ($152,000 for a non-
citizen spouse) for gifts of present interests (indexed for inflation) per 
donee. There is no lifetime gifting exemption for non-US individuals

• The unlimited marital deduction is not available unless the surviving 
spouse is a US citizen (or the property is left to a Qualified Domestic Trust)



Common Planning Opportunities Using US Trusts:

• Common planning scenario is foreign HNW person with children or 
other family members living in the U.S.

• Senior HNW foreign person is concerned with wealth preservation and 
wants to provide for orderly and tax efficient transfer of wealth to U.S. 
family members.

• Other common scenario is foreign HNW individual who intends to 
immigrate to the U.S. with his/her family and is coming from a low or no 
tax jurisdiction.

• Foreign HNW persons not intending to immigrate to U.S. but looking to 
acquire a second home here or move wealth to more stable jurisdiction 
given economic/political climate in home country.



Funding and Migration Issues
• A U.S. Person that transfers property to a foreign trust with a U.S. 

beneficiary will trigger grantor trust status. Section 679(a)(1).

• For this purpose, the relevant rules under Section 679 and related 
Treasury Regulations create a presumption that a foreign trust funded 
by a U.S. person has one or more U.S. beneficiaries.

• If a U.S. Person funds a foreign trust that is treated as a grantor trust 
by virtue of Section 679(a)(1) and individual later dies, subject to 
exceptions, Section 684 applies to trigger gain recognition. See Treas. 
Reg. Sec. 1.684-2(e).

• A foreign non-grantor trust established by a non-U.S. person who 
becomes a U.S. person within five (5) years of transferring property to 
the trust will become a grantor trust as of the residency starting date, if 
trust has a U.S. beneficiary. Section 679(a)(4).



Income Tax Treatment of Foreign Grantor Trusts

• In general, a person treated as the owner of all or a portion of a trust 
must include that portion of the trust’s income, deductions and credits 
in computing his taxable income. Section 671.

• Distributions to U.S. beneficiaries from a foreign grantor trust are 
treated as being made direct from the settlor/grantor and not the trust.

• Such distributions do not carry out taxable income.

• Large gift reporting on Form 3520 if certain thresholds exceeded.



Income Tax Treatment of Foreign Non-Grantor Trusts

• A foreign non-grantor trust is taxed akin to an NRA. Treas. 
Reg. Section 301-7701(a)(3).

• A foreign non-grantor trust will be subject to U.S. tax only 
on its U.S. source income.

• A foreign non-grantor trust is not subject to U.S. income 
taxes on its undistributed foreign source income.



The “Throwback” Rules
• In general, distributions by a domestic non-grantor trust to 

beneficiaries in excess of DNI will trigger a non-taxable 
distribution of capital.

• In case of a foreign trust, an anti-deferral regime known as 
the Throwback Rules applies where a foreign non-grantor 
trust does not distribute all of its DNI in the current year 
(this creates UNI).

• In future tax years, distributions from the trust in excess of 
the DNI of the current taxable year will generally be treated 
as coming next from UNI on a FIFO basis (an 
“accumulation distribution”), and only upon the exhaustion 
of UNI will any excess be treated as non-taxable capital. 
Section 665(b).



The “Throwback” Rules (continued)

• The Throwback Rules are designed to act as a deterrent 
for U.S. beneficiaries of foreign trusts to accumulate 
foreign source income and capital gains.

• To discourage accumulations, the Throwback Rules 
impose a special tax equal to the tax the beneficiary would 
have paid on accumulated income had it been distributed 
on a current basis as the trust earned the income.  It also 
applies a non-deductible interest charge to offset the 
benefits of tax deferral. Sections 667, 668.

• To discourage offshore gamesmanship, the statute treats 
loans or uncompensated use of trust property as indirect 
distributions.



The “Throwback” Rules (continued)

• The Throwback Rules result in tax imposed at the highest 
marginal income tax rate for the year in which the income 
or gain was earned by the trust.

• Any capital gains accumulated by a foreign trust for 
distribution in a later year lose their character and are 
treated as ordinary income.

• Tax computed under Throwback Rules and interest charge 
can equal or come close to amount of distribution!!!



Foreign Trust Takeaways

• There is a presumption that any distribution from a foreign 
non-grantor trust to a U.S. beneficiary is an accumulation 
distribution. Significant record-keeping or documentation is 
required to overcome presumption.

• When migrating an offshore trust to the U.S. or when the 
settlor of a foreign grantor trust dies, prompt action is 
required if the trust will have U.S. beneficiaries.

• Major take-away is that a U.S. person should ideally never 
be a beneficiary of a foreign non-grantor trust.



Final Caveats – Expanded Need for Due Diligence
• With the advent of the Common Reporting Standard (CRS) and 

beneficial ownership registers in which the U.S. does not participate, 
the U.S. is viewed by some international organizations as a “leading 
tax and secrecy haven for rich foreigners.”

• Per Pasquantino v. United States, 544 U.S. 349 (2005), facilitation of 
foreign tax evasion occurring in the U.S. can be prosecuted in the U.S.

• Pasquantino holds that the common law revenue rule whereby U.S. 
courts traditionally have refused to assist foreign governments in 
collecting taxes in the U.S. does not protect U.S.-based taxpayers (or 
their advisors) where activities in the U.S. result in the evasion of 
foreign taxes or the concealment or aiding of such activity.

• The major take-away here is that a lawyer or other professional who 
advises a client in connection with an inbound transaction where 
foreign taxes have been evaded or non-taxed funds are being brought 
into the U.S. might be considered as aiding and abetting conduct 
deemed to be fraudulent and could thus be subject to criminal 
prosecution in the U.S. even though the U.S. Treasury does not suffer 
any loss.



Disclosures
• Wilmington Trust is a registered service mark. Wilmington Trust Corporation is a wholly owned subsidiary of M&T Bank 

Corporation. Wilmington Trust Company, operating in Delaware only, Wilmington Trust, N.A., M&T Bank, and certain other 
affiliates, provide various fiduciary and non-fiduciary services, including trustee, custodial, agency, investment management, and 
other services. International corporate and institutional services are offered through Wilmington Trust Corporation's international 
affiliates. Loans, credit cards, retail and business deposits, and other business and personal banking services and products are
offered by M&T Bank, member FDIC.

• This presentation is for informational purposes only and is not intended 
as an offer or solicitation for the sale of any financial product or service. 
This presentation is not designed or intended to provide financial, tax, legal, accounting, investment, or other professional advice 
since such advice always requires consideration of individual circumstances. If professional advice is needed, the services of 
your professional advisor should be sought.

• IRS Circular 230 disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed 
by the IRS, we inform you that, while this presentation is not intended to provide tax advice, in the event that any information
contained in this presentation is construed to be tax advice, the information was not intended or written to be used, and cannot
be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding tax related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing, or 
recommending to another party any matters addressed herein.



Multinational Asset planning for Colombian Families 
in a world of Fiscal Transparency

Felipe Aroca, Aroca Vives Abogados



Colombia’s Background.

• Colombia comes from a 
trajectory full of violence, 
kidnappings, extortions, of a 
protectionist economy.

• Although in Colombia has been 
a decrease in tax rates during 
the last 20 years, they are still 
excessively high compared to 
other countries.

• There is a high legal uncertainty 
related to its tax law  Tax law 
reforms every 1,8 years are 
issued.

World Economic Forum 2016/2017

Effective Tax Rate on Profits
Ranking 95 107 116 135
Country United States Spain México Colombia

Units % % % %
2006 44,5 59,1 37,6 82,8
2007 46 59,1 37,1 82,80
2008 46,2 62 51,2 82,4
2009 42,3 60,2 51,5 78,4
2010 46,3 56,9 51 78,7
2011 46,8 56,5 50,5 78,7
2012 46,7 38,7 52,7 74,8
2013 46,7 38,7 52,5 74,4
2014 46,3 58,6 53,7 76
2015 43,8 58,2 51,8 75,4
2016 43,9 50 51,7 69,7
2017 44 49 52 69,8

Average 45,29 53,92 49,44 76,99



Colombia’s current situation. 

• The Income tax rate  35% for individuals; 33% for companies (It may 
decrease, according to the Colombian Financing Law Draft recently 
published).

• The minimum presumptive income is 3,5% of the net equity.
• Implementation of anti-deferral rules within the new Fiscal Transparency 

Age:
 Regularization or “Normalization” Process.
 Heavier penalties for not reporting assets.
 Implementation of criminal offense for not reporting assets and reporting inexistent 

liabilities.
 CFC Regime.
 DTA network.
 Colombia is an early adopter of the CRS.
 Colombia has been confirmed as a jurisdiction for automatic exchange of information 

with the United States -FATCA. 



Normalization Process Figures

• The regularization or “normalization” process opened between years 
2015 and 2017, seek the formalization of assets held abroad by tax 
payers.

• Below the amounts collected on the normalization process during 
2017, according to the Colombian Tax Authority:

Press Release made by Colombian Tax Authority

Normalization Proccess during 2017

Tax Payers that formalized their assets 10.011 

Value on Assets formalized (USD) $  4.666.666.667 

Normalization Tax collected (USD) $     500.000.000 



Disadvantages for the implementation of fiscal transparency 
rules

• Double Taxation and high tax rates for individuals 
 Change of tax residence and renunciation of 
Colombian nationality by Colombian tax payers.

• Taking into account Colombia’s background, 
Colombian families rather to protect their foreign 
wealth not only for tax purposes, but also because 
of succession matters.

• FATCA. The asymmetry in the reporting of 
information from United States to other 
governments, vs. the information that other 
governments report of U.S. persons to the United 
States  Relevant information to Colombian Tax 
Authority for detecting evasive practices developed 
abroad, may be information no reportable under 
FATCA terms.

• The weak DTA network.

Year Cases of renunciation of 
Colombian nationality

2010 802
2011 756
2012 963
2013 1,463
2014 822
2015 502
2016 532

TOTAL 5,840*
* 5,840 Cases vs. 3,458 cases ocurred between 2003-2009



Main aspects of US Tax Reform and their effects in Colombia
• The Decrease of tax rate on corporate net income from 35% o 21% in USA would 

have the following effects:
– A reduction of the foreign investment in Colombia ( tax rate on corporate net income of 

33%).
– Taking into account that USA is the main foreign investor in Colombia, the decrease of the 

tax rate on corporate net income in USA, will make Colombia to work on strategies that 
ease more investment within our country  New Colombian Tax Reform may decrease the 
current tax rate on corporate net income.

– An increase of Colombian investment within USA to develop operations in such country. 
According to Colombian Central Bank, Colombian investment within USA has reached from 
years 2012 – 2016 up to US 859 millions. 

– Wealthy families would consider USA as a holding assets jurisdiction. 
• The Exemption Regime regarding dividends distributed by foreign companies, 

would allow foreign investors repatriate their profits and dividends without incurring 
in additional taxes.

• The Global Intangible Low- taxed Income (GILTI) and “Repatriation Tax” under 
Section 965, as no deferral rules. Double Taxation when the Colombian company 
withheld the dividend tax  repatriate investment within USA.



Colombian Asset Protection Structure supported by the 
Colombian Tax Authority

Colombia

Offshore

Contingent 
beneficiaries

According to a tax ruling issued by the 
Colombian Tax Authority (DIAN), N. 034071 of 
December 20, 2017, a Foreign Trust would 
have the following tax treatment: 

– The Colombian tax payer that contributes assets 
to a Revocable Trust domiciled abroad, should 
report such assets within his income tax form, by 
their heritage value according to Colombian Tax 
Law, and should file the Informative Annual Form 
of Assets held abroad.

– If the Colombian settlors and/or the Colombian 
beneficiaries of an Irrevocable Trust, do not have 
the economic use or benefit of such Trust, they 
won’t be obliged to declare the assets contributed 
to the Trust within their income tax form, or within 
the annual informative form of assets held abroad.

Irrevocable 
Trust

Personal 
Assets

Hold. 
Co

Assets

Assets



Multinational Asset planning for Multinational Families 
in a world of Fiscal Transparency

Andrés Sánchez, Cuatrecasas 



Rates on savings income in the 
largest west EU countries

United Kingdom France Germany Italy Spain

Dividends 7.5% / 32.5% / 38.1% 30%* 26,375% 26%. 19-23%

Interests
Certain payments of interest are treated as
“dividends”. The rest are taxed at the ordinary
progressive tax rates (20-45%).

30%* 26,375% 26% 19-23%

Royalties Taxed at the ordinary progressive tax rates. (20-
45%).

General rule: 30%*

Other cases  taxed as ordinary income at the 
ordinary progressive tax rates (14-45%)

Taxed at the ordinary progressive tax rates 
(14-45%)

Taxed at the ordinary progressive tax 
rate (23-43%)* only on 75% of their 

amount.

Taxed at the ordinary progressive tax 
rate (19-45%)*

Capital gains

20%  if the tax payer is liable to pay income tax at
the higher or additional rate or the dividend upper or
additional rate.

10%  Taxable income less than GBP 33.500.
Except in the case that the gains, when added to
income, would exceed the GBP 33.500 limit. In this
case, the excess is taxed at 20%.

Gains on residential property and carried interest 
8% surcharge.

Immovable property  36.2%

Shares  30%* and, if applicable, to the
exceptional income tax for high earners at a
maximum marginal tax rate of 4% is applied.

Real estate and other assets  taxed at the
ordinary progressive tax rates (14-45%).

Capital gains on shares  26,375%

Real Estate  Taxed at the ordinary
progressive tax rates (23-45%)*. Some
exemptions could be applied.

Shares  26%

19-23%

Comments *Taxpayers may opt for be subject to the income
tax at progressive rates.

*The above progressive rates are
increased by a regional surcharge
(1.23-3.33%) and municipal surcharges
(up to 0.9%).

*The progressive tax rate varies
depending on the region.



Attractiveness of the Trump 
reform for European HNWIs

• Corporate income tax rates? 19% in the UK
• Participation exemption? Most EU 

countries give exemption both to dividends 
and to capital gains from shares

• Subpart F plus GILTI vs CFC as drafted by 
ATAD?

• FATCA?



What’s happening in Europe? (i): 
Subpart F rules in ATAD

Black list of tainted income:
(i)interest or any other income generated by financial assets;
(ii)royalties or any other income generated from intellectual property;
(iii)dividends and income from the disposal of shares;
(iv)income from financial leasing;
(v)income from insurance, banking and other financial activities;
(vi)income from invoicing companies that earn sales and services income from 
goods and services purchased from and sold to associated enterprises, and 
add no or little economic value;
This shall not apply where the controlled foreign company carries on a 
substantive economic activity supported by staff, equipment, assets and 
premises, as evidenced by relevant facts and circumstances. Where the 
controlled foreign company is resident or situated in a third country that is not 
party to the EEA Agreement, Member States may decide to refrain from 
applying the preceding subparagraph.



What’s happening in Europe? 
(ii) Subpart F rules in ATAD

SPAINCO

US 
BRANCH
NO USTB

LATAM
SUBSIDIARIES

LOANS

FOREIGN PE 
EXEMPTION



What’s happening in Europe? 
(iii) Other ATAD rules

• New unified anti-abuse rule.
• Exit taxes.
• Interest limitation.
• Anti-hybrid rules.



What’s happening in Europe? 
(ii): Directive on intermediaries

• EU-based tax consultants, banks, lawyers, and other intermediaries to 
disclose any cross-border arrangement that contains one or more features
or “hallmarks,” if they are identified as intermediaries for the purposes of the 
Directive. 

• Scope: arrangements within the EU, as well as between Member States 
and third countries.

• Hallmarks: broad range of structures and transactions, including certain
deductible payments which are taxed at a rate of zero or nearly zero when
received and intercompany transactions which meet specific transfer pricing
hallmarks, such as any transfer of hard-to-value intangibles.

• In addition to details of the hallmarks being met, a disclosure will include the 
names of the intermediaries and relevant taxpayers, their place of residence
and tax identification (TIN) number together with summary information on 
the arrangement itself.



Effect of the Trump reform on 
corporations – Cash management

• The former US tax system incentivized the leverage in 
the US and the maintenance of cash abroad.

• Distributions have relied on regional holding co’s that 
benefit from the exemption of withholding tax under the 
P/S Directive.

• These structures are under tension now:
– Transition Tax.
– Restructure of leverage.

• New cash pooling structures?

- Anti-abuse clause 
of the P/S Directive 



• Problems of US citizens resident in Spain 
with Subpart F + GILTI. 

• FDII opportunities could be used, but exit 
tax problems.

Effect of Trump reform on corporations 
and individuals – GILTI / FDII
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-Any reference to legal provisions is for 
informative purposes. 
-The contents of this presentation are 
not to be considered tax advice. 
-Mexican attorney. 
-The information regarding the US tax 
system is available at www.irs.gov.  



The U.S. Tax Reform’s Impact on Estate 
and Inheritance Tax Planning for 

Multinational Families

• December 2017 Tax Reform.
• Known as the “Tax Cuts and Jobs

Act”.
• In my experience, most relevant

changes: Subpart F.



Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, December 2017

--Corporate tax rate reduction
--Fines for failure to file form 5472
(single member foreign owned LLC) were
increased from 10,000 to 25,000 USD.
--Subpart F provisions



Subpart F Provisions

Their purpose is to eliminate deferral of
U.S. tax on some categories of foreign
income by taxing certain U.S. persons
currently on their pro rata share of
such income earned by their controlled
foreign corporations (CFCs).



Subpart F Provisions

The Subpart F rules operate by treating
a U.S. shareholder of a CFC as if it
actually received its proportionate
share of certain categories of the
corporation’s current earnings and
profits (E&P).



Subpart F Provisions

-Who is a US Shareholder?
Any US person who owns ("or is
considered as owning") 10% or more of
the combined voting power of the
corporation, or 10% or more of the
total value of shares of all classes of
stock of the CFC.



Subpart F Provisions

A foreign corporation is a CFC if more
than 50 percent of its voting power
or value is owned by U.S.
Shareholders.
In order to be a CFC, the foreign
business entity must be treated as a
corporation for U.S. tax purposes.



Elimination of the 30-Day Rule

Prior to the Act, Subpart F income
(taxable to U.S. shareholders) was only
taken into account if a non-U.S.
corporation qualified as a CFC for at
least 30 consecutive days within a
year.



Elimination of the 30-Day Rule

The Act eliminated this rule and causes
inclusion of Subpart F income to U.S.
shareholders immediately upon the
non-U.S. corporation qualifies as a
CFC.



Subpart F Provisions—Transition Tax

The tax under section 965 is triggered
by a one-time inclusion of the Post-
1986 Deferred Foreign Income of the
applicable corporation in its Subpart F
income for the tax year.


